GIIN Membership

OVERVIEW
GIIN members gain the opportunity to connect with leading investors, access valuable resources and shape the impact investing industry.

Connect and learn

Working groups
Join a working group to learn and exchange ideas on important impact investing topics. Our current working groups focus on policy and regulation and listed equities. These groups help investors adapt to new regulations and develop impact strategies for listed markets.

IMM learning groups
Learn about the best practices and tools for impact measurement and management with a cohort of peers.

Members day
Gather with GIIN members at the annual GIIN Impact Forum for exclusive networking opportunities.

Knowledge hubs
Access a network of like-minded investors and information on impact investing topics through featured webinars, podcasts, market news and more through knowledge hubs. Upcoming 2024 knowledge hubs will cover healthcare, venture capital and investing in sub-Saharan Africa.

Other networking opportunities
Join regional in-person events, quarterly new members meetings, topic info sessions, the annual member town hall and more throughout the year.
Impact*Pollination workshops: Join Impact*Pollination workshops to participate in building market intelligence, testing and refining new products and removing barriers to the flow of impact investment capital.

Thematic innovation hubs: Convene with other practitioners to de-silo expertise and share investment strategies, structures and resources for investment solutions. Our current thematic cohorts cover water and blended finance.

IRIS+ office hours: Participate in member-exclusive IRIS+ office hours for personalized guidance on using IRIS+ for impact measurement and management.

Groups on member connect: Connect with peers in the same region or with shared interests.

On-demand learning courses: Learn from on-demand video content across various domains, encompassing market landscapes, organizational processes, impact measurement and management and more.

Corporate network meetings: Convene with other corporates to share experiences and expertise on connecting financial assets and capabilities with impact investing practices to pursue environmental and social goals.

Corporate treasury working group: Join this platform to explore corporate treasury and finance approaches and develop best practice for corporates to deploy assets for impact investing.